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INTRODUCTION 
For the past decade, the Toodoggone district has been an 

active area of mineral exploration, and has recently become 
an important area of gold and silver production. The district 
contains one of British Columbia’s largest gold-silver mines 
(Lawyers), as well as smaller scale current and past- 
producers (Shasta and Baker mines, I-espectively). Several 
gold deposits have drill-indicated reserves and await pro- 
duction decisions (e.g. Bonanza), and numerous other gold- 
silver-copper prospects are in various stages of exploration. 

The deposits range from gold-rich porphyry-style 
deposits, to deep-seated precious and base metal bearing 
stockworks and veins, to near-surface replacement-type 
gold mineralization. The most economically significant 
deposits exhibit characteristics typical of epithermal altera- 
tion and mineralization of both adularia-sericite and acid- 
sulphate affinities. The former class of deposits is repre- 
sented by the Lawyers AGB and Cliff Creek zones and the 
Shasta deposit, and the latter by the Bonanza deposit. These 
four deposits also contain most of the known reserves in the 
district. 

The most important lithologic assemblage in the area is 
the “Toodoggone volcanics” (Carter, 1972). These consist 
of dominantly and&tic to dacitic pyroclastics and flows of 
apparent Early to Middle Jurassic age, and have been 
described by Schroeter (19X1; 1982). Panteleyev (1982; 
1983). Diakow (19X4), Forster (1984). Diakow P, a/. 
(1985), and Marsden and Moore (,198Y, 1990). The Toodog- 
gone volcanics are underlain by Upper Triassic mafic to 
intermediate volcanics of the Stuhini Group, and are over- 
lain by Cretaceous-Tertiary elastic sediments of the Sustut 
Group. Gold-silver mineralization is primarily hosted by the 
Toodoggone volcanics, and to a lesser extent, by the Stuhini 
and Asitka groups, and Lower Jurassic felsic to intermediate 
intrusive rocks. The major ore deposits in the district have 
been described by Vulimiri et al. (1987; Lawyers), Thiersch 
and Williams-Jones (1990: Shasta), Clark and Williams- 
Jones (19X6; Bonanza), and Barr ( 1978: Baker). 

The objective of the current study is to clarify the age of 
the Toodoggone volcanics and the related epithetmal gold- 
silver deposits. This report presents seven new ““Ar/“Ar 
age determinations, and discusses the results in terms of the 
implications for mineral exploration and metallogeny in the 
Toodoggone district. 

PREVIOUS DETERMINATIONS OF AGE 
RELATIONSHIPS 

Several K-Ar studies have been conducted on the 
Toodoggone volcanics, and have yielded ages that range 
from 204 to I82 Ma. When correlated with geological 
observations, these ages appear divisible into groups that 
correspond to two stages of volcanism: an older, lower stage 
with ages of 204?7 Ma (Pantele:yev, 1983), 20:!t7,200?‘7, 
2OOZ7, lYYZ7and 197?7Ma(Diakow, 198S:~,and lKYi:6 
Ma (Carter, 1972; age recalculated using the constants of 
Steiger and Jiiger, 1977); and a younger, upper stage with 
ages of 183-t8 and 1822X Ma (Gabrielse et a!., 1980; first 
value recalculated using const;mts of Steiger and Jtiger, 
1977). The lower volcanics are dominantly and&tic 
pyroclastic and flow rocks, and are characteri:xd by wide- 
spread propylitic and reolitic alteration. The upper vo- 
canics correspond to the “grey &cite” and eqrrivalent units 
of Diakow et al. (198.5). and overlying rocks recently 
mapped by Marsden and Moore (1990). These volcanics 
consist of dominantly and&tic to dacitic ash-flow tuffs that 
generally lack significant epithermal alteration. All epither- 
mal gold-silver deposits and pronpects discovered thus far in 
the district are restricted to the lower Toodoggone volcanics 
and underlying units. On the basis of these ge,ological rela- 
tionships, Clark and Williams-Jones (1987, lY88) proposed 
division of the Toodoggone volcanics into two stages, with 
mineralization having occurred during Stage I and/or 
between Stages I and II. 

The timing of Toodoggone Stage I volcanism is con- 
strained by K-Ar age determin:rtions spanning 204 to 1% 
Ma. However, the sample of tlte oldest Stage I rock (204 
Ma, Panteleyev. 1983: “Adoogttcho Formation” of Diakob 
ef al., 1985) was re-analysed by the 4”Arll’fir method bq 
Shepard (1986) and yielded a plateau age of 1!)7.6?0.5 Ma. 
This suggested that the Stage 1 volcanics range: between 198: 
and 189 Ma in age. Toodoggone Stage II volcanics are more 
poorly constrained by two K-Ar determinations of I83 and 
I82 Ma. The relatively wide mnge of K-Ar ages for vol.- 
canic rocks in the district is greater than that expected fol. 
Hazelton-equivalent volcanism elsewhere in north-central 
and northwestern British Columbia. There is a clear need 
for additional high-precision age determinations to elucidate 
the ages and relationships of the Toodoggone volcanics. 

Whereas the ages of the volcanics are at last somewhat 
constrained, there is poor agreement on the timing of miner- 
alization. Potassium-argon ages of epithermal alteration 
range from Early to Late Jurassic, and most d~ates appear m 
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be too young to be geologically reasonable. Schroeter ef 01. 
(1986) reported K-Ar ages for adularia from the Lawyers 
AGB deposit (18026 Ma), the Golden Lion prospect 
(176?6 Ma) and the Metsantan prospect (168?6 Ma). The 
K-AI ages of acid-sulphate alteration and related deposits 
have been determined for the Alberts Hump alunite zone 
(lY(li7 Ma, alunite; Schroeter, 1982). the Jan alunite done 
(l!J3?7 Ma, alunite; Clark and Willi;tms-Jones, 19X9), and 
the Bonanza and BV deposits (17126 and 152fS Me. 
sericite; Clark and Williams-Jones, 1989). Clark and 
Williams-Jones (1989) suggested that the adularia and 
sericite dates were minimum ages due to loss of small 
amounts of rediogenic argon. Whether Toodoggone gold- 
silver mineralization is restricted to mid-Toarcian 
(-190 Ma) and older rocks (Clark and Williams-Jones. 
19X7) or postdates the youngest volcanism in the area by 
several million years (Schroeter et al., 1986). remains to be 
clarified by our ““Ar/“Ar study. 

““ArPAr ANALYSES 
Step-heating 4”Ari’“Ar analyses were conducted on three 

sampler of hornblende separated from Toodoggone volcanic 
rocks, and four samples of potassium feldspar and sericite 
separated from hydrothermal alteration zones directly asso- 
ciated with gold-silver mineraliration. The samples from 
volcanic rocks were selected to evaluate the age relationship 
between the two main stages of Toodoggone volcanism. 
Samples from ore zones were chosen to accurately date the 
most important deposits in the area. to provide information 
on the relationship between deposits associated with both 
adularia-s&cite and acid-sulphate alteration styles, and to 
constrain metallogenic events in the district. 

SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS 
Sample SH-I I is from an and&tic crystal-lapilli tuff unit 

(“Unit 9” of Marsden and Moore. 1990) located I.5 kilo- 
metres north of the Shasta mine (Figure 2-7-l). The tuff is 
the youngest unit of the Toodoggone Stage 1 volcanics in the 
Jock Creek area. Hornblende comprises 3 per cent of the 
rock, and consists of euhedral to broken crystals (200-1000 
pm) that exhibit no evidence of alteration. Lithic fragments 
in the tuff sample are similar in composition to the matrix 
and crystals, and contain optically identical hornblende 
grains. 

Sample BK87.03 was collected from the “Tiger Notch 
area”, 1.X kilometres north of the Baker mine (Figure 
2-7-l). The sample is from the basal part of an andesitici 
dacitic ash-flow tuff that forms the major unit of the second 
stage of the Toodoggone volcanics (“grey dacite” unit of 
Diakow er ul., 1985). Hornblende comprises 5 per cent of 
the rock and consists of euhedral to broken crystals 
(2001500 &m) with slightly oxidized rims (S-IO pm thick). 

The material used from sample GSC 76-77 consists of a 
hornblende separate, part of which has been previously 
analysed by the K-Ar method. The original sample was 
obtained from an outcrop mapped by Diakow et al. (I 985) 
as part of the “grey dacite” unit. located approximately 
9 kilometres north-northeast of the Kemess prospect (Figure 

2-7-l). The hornblende gave a K-Ar age of 18328 Ma 
(Gabrielse PI al., 1980: age recalculated using the constimts 
of Steiger and JHger, 1977). 

Sample LW-(137 is from an andesiticidacitic tuft. 
(“welded trachyte tufl”’ unit of Vulimiri ef al., 19X7) 
exposed in the 1750.level adit of the AGB zone at the 
Lawyers mine (Figure 2-7-l). The sample exhibits strong 
potassic alteration, brecciation and gold-silver mineraliz- 
lion. Alteration is complete, and no primary potassium- 
bearing phases remain from the original tuff. The sample 
consists of 40 to 50 per cent potassium feldspar as replacr- 
men& of plagioclase crystals (200-3000 &ml. and as altera- 
tion of the tuft’ matrix (20-100 wm). Minor sericite 
(<3 per cent) occurs as irregular alteration patches in the 
potassium feldspar. but is considered to be synmineralirn- 
tion in age. Fracture-controlled ankerite alteration locally 
overprints the potassium feldspar. 

A similar sample of material rich in potassium feldspar 
(LW-01 I) was obtained from a trench on the Cliff Creek 
zone at the Lawyers mine (Figure 2-7-l). The sample is 
from an andesiticidacitic tuff unit (“upper andesite” of 
Vulimiri er lri., 1987) that has been potassically altered and 
locally brecciated, and contains gold-silver mineralization. 
Alteration is complete, and no primary potessic phases 
remain in the rock. Potassium feldspar comprises 30 to 40 
per cent of the sample. and consists of replacements of 
plagioclase crystals (200-2000 p.m) and alteration of the tuff 
matrix (20.100 km). Sericitic alteration of the potassium 
feldspar is minor (<I per cent), and is considered to be 
associated with the mineralizing event. 
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Fi$urc 2-7-l. Distribution of the Toodoggone volcanics and 
locations of samples used for ~“Ar/“Ar analyses. 



Sample SHX4-03 is from 94.5 metres depth in drill hole 
X4-03 on the Crtxk zone ilt the Shasta mine (Figure 2-7. I ). 
The rock is a dxitic ash-flow tuff (“llnit 5” of Marsden 
and Moore. IYOO) that ha\ undergone intense potassic 
alteration. and contains quartz stwkrvorks and weak gold- 
silver mineralization. Potassium feldspar in the sample is 
well crystallized. and genel-ally appears to have been pre- 
crp~tatd in open space created by an earlier alteration and 
dis\olurion went. The potassium feldspar exhibits an 
adularia-type habit (Felsobanya), and comprises X0 to 90 
per cent of the sample. Adularitt occurs as euhrdral to 
suhbedral grains (SO-X00 +“I) and as fine-gwincd 
i<25 pa11 llooding of the matrix. Larger grains contain 
rlightly turbid ccntra due to finely disseminated hematite. 
Minor sericitic idtcrittion. (<5 per cent) occurs as irregulw 
patches throughout the sample. but is considered to have 
formed clascly after mineralization. 

Sample AXX-33 is fwm 73.X metrcs depth in drill hole 
XX-33 on the South Bonanza zane of the Bonnn~a deposit 
(Figure 2-7-l). The Bw~anza deposit is characterized by 
acid-sulphae alteration. hut locally contains sericitc at 
depth. The hostmck is an andesitic to dacitic ash-flow tuff 
that has undergwe complete alteration to a sericite-quartr- 
pyrite aswnblagc th”t contains gold. The sample comists of 
60 to 70 per cent sericite that X-ray diffraction indiatcs to 
he dominantly 1 M illite. The sericite grains a~ subhedrttl 
(20-200 ~JTI) and generally replace the wiginally feld- 
spathic components of the luff. Tr”ces of dickitc occur 
locally in quartz and sericire. 

ANALYTICAL METHODS 
M”st of the minclal separations. and all the argon drter- 

minations were conducted in the Department of Geology. 
University of Maine at Orono. under the direction of Daniel 
R. Lux. Samples were crushed and sieved to uniform grain 
sizes, and standard magnetic and density Imethods were used 
to extract hornblende. potassium feldspar and sericite. The 
mineral separates were encapsulated in foil and sealed in 
silica-glass tubes. and then irradiated in the HS facility of 
tbr Ford nuclear reactor at the University “1 Michigw. 
MMhb- I (Alexander (‘f ol., 147X) and everal internal sta- 
dards were used as irradiation monitors. The irrediatcd 
samples were heed in molybdenum crucibles in an ultril- 
high vac”“m system using a radio frequency induction 
furnace. Standard gcttering techniq”cs were employed to 
purify the rare gases from the sample. The argon isotopic 
compositions were measured with a Nuclide 6-60.SGA 
mass spectrometer. Peak height-time values were extrepo- 
lated to time-zero by both linear and quadratic routines. 
Aliquots of atmosphrric argon were analysed daily in order 
to determine mass discrimination values. Pmasium and 
calcium salts were analysed with each batch of samples to 
determine correction f:tctors for unwanted argon irradiation 
products. 

Ages and errors were calculated using the equations of 
Dalrymple of 01. (19X I), and the decay constants and iso- 
toptc compositions of Steiger and Jligcr (lY77). Errors are 
gtven for two standard deviations, plus a 0.5 per cent “ncer- 
tainty in the irradiation parameter (J). Plateaus were deter- 

mined “sing the criteria of Fleck et al. (1977), and the 
critical value test (Dalrymple and Lanphere, 1969) was used 
to evaluate concordance between successive increments. 

RESULTS 
The results of the ““Ar/?‘Ar :malyses and apparent ages 

of the gas fractions are given in Table 2-7. I. 
Sample SH-I I, from the upper strata of the first stage of 

the Toodoggone volcanics, has a total gas age of 197.952.2 
Ma. The high ages of the lowe: temperature gzas fractions 
show that the hrxnblende contains some excess 4”Ar. Stan- 
dard data treatment yields a plateau age of 19S.l? 1.6 Ma 
(Figure 2.7-2~1). Use of the isotope correlaticn data treat- 
ment (Fig. 2.7-2b) indicates th.a the sample has a nonat- 
mwpheric J”Ar/‘hAr ratio of 33’71-9, which allows calcula- 
tion of an adjusted plateau age of 193.8?2.d Ma (Figure 
2-7-2~). This result can be considered to approximate the 
mnmum age for the Toodoggone Stage I volcanic rocks. 

Hornblende (BK87-03) from near the bax of Toodag- 
gone Stage II wlmnics also contains minor excess argon, 
and has a total gas age of 197.X52.5 Ma. Standard tre;,t- 
merit of the data suggests a platen” age of 194.42 1.9 Ma 
(Figure 2-7-38). The isotope cotrelation mcthnd indicates a 
relatively high .“‘Arl’“Ar composition of 349127 (Figure 
2.7.3b3, and yields a recalculated plateau age of 192.Yi2.7 
Ma (Figure 2-7-3~). 

In order to check the apparc:nt closeness in age of the 
upper Stage I and lower Stage II volcanics, we analysed an 
additional hornblende separate (GSC 76.77) fil.)m the “grzy 
dacite” unit. The sample shows evidence of a disturbed 
argon history in the lower temperature gas frictions which 
may he due to a superimposed cxccss J”Ar component and a 
slight argon loss. The total gas age is 193.0?:2.4 Ma, and 
the plateau age is 193.812.5 M~a (Figure 2.7.4e). The ix- 
tape correlation treatment in&catcs a near-atmospheric 
““ArlZ”Ar ratio of 27X1- 12. and a concordant intercept age 
of 194.2t3.6 Ma (Figure 2-7.,4h). The age of the basal 
Toodoggone Stage II volcanics thus falls in the range of IY4 
to lY3 Ma, and must be only slightly younger than the 
underlying Stage I rocks. 

Semplc LW-037, :I potassiur~ feldspar separnte from the 
AGB deposit nt the Lawyers mme, yields quite stmightfor~ 
ward results. The lower temperature steps of the age spcc- 
trum show that the feldspar has undergone minor loss 01 
radiogenic argon (J”Ar); the sample has a total gas age 01 
1X6.05 1.5, Ma. The plateau age is 188.2-t2.3 Ma (Figure 
2-7-S). and the isotope correl;ttion method indicates an 
atmospheric 4”ArlZ”Ar composition of 291 277 and an 
intercept age of I X8.0? I .X Ma. 

A potassium feldspar separate (LW-01 I) from the Clif 
Creek zone of the Lawyers mine yields resu~lts similx to 
those for the AGB deposit. There is a very slight 4”Ar 10s:. 
suggested by the lowest temperature gas fracrions, and the 
total gas age is lxx.1 23.9 Ma. The plateau age i>, 
1X9.722.6 Ma (Figure 2-7-6). The main orebodies at the: 
Lawyers mine are therefore well constrdined. with an age oi 
190 to IXX Ma. 

The results from the Shasta mine adularia sample: 
(SHX4-03) are quite similar to those from the Lawyen. 
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mine. The lowest temperature gas fractions indicate that 
there has been minor loss of radiogenic argon; the total gas 
age is 187.1 i 1.9 Ma. The standard data treatment yields a 
plateau age of 188. I? I .R Ma (Figure 2.7.7a), but the iso- 
tope correlation technique suggests a slightly higher than 
atmospheric “‘JArPAr ratio of 326249 and an intercept age 
of 186.7ir2.0 Ma (Figure 2.7-7b). Applying the nonat- 
mospheric 4”APAr composition to the data results in an 
adjusted plateau age of 186.75 1.7 Ma (Figure 2-7-7~). 

Sample A88-33, consisting of sericite from the Bonanza 
deposit, gives a fairly complicated gas-release pattern. In 
addition, the sample was heated to relatively high tempera- 
tures prior to the first gas analyses, which further compli- 
cates interpretation of the results. Most of the argon was 
released from the &cite in the first three steps, and yielded 
unexpectedly old apparent ages for these gas fractions. 
Higher temperature increments give younger ages but 
involve only small amounts of argon. The total gas age for 
the sample is 206.8t2.3 Ma, and the plateau age by stan- 
dard calculation is 207.752.7 Ma (Figure 2-7-8~1). These 
ages are geologically unreasonable (i.e. older than the host- 
rocks), as is the intercept age from the isochron diagram. 
However, the age spectrum only provides a model age, and 
following the approach of Heirler and Harrison (1988). may 

be resolved into thermally and compositionally distinct 
argon components. For example, the last three gas fractions 
define an isochron which has an atmospheric ““APAr 
ratio of 291223, and an intercept age of 195.925.9 Ma 
(Figure 2.7.8b). Steps 1, 2 and 5 indicate a high 4°Ar/‘hAr 
ratio of 544% 192 and an intercept age of 196.4k4.7 Ma 
(Figure 2-7.Xb). The inclusion of steps 3 and 4 in the 
treatment of isotope correlation data results in unreasonably 
old ages. The preferred interpretation for the age of the 
sericite is thus approximately 196 Ma. As ages older than 
approximately 197 Ma are not geologically reasonable, the 
20 error limit allows for ages in the range of 197 to 190 Ma. 

Sample AR-33 may have been affected by processes that 
could have disturbed the argon systematics: excess argon, 
recoil phenomena and mixed phases. Excess argon could 
have been introduced into the sericite during emplacement 
of dacitic porphyry dikes thought to postdate, but be closely 
related to formation of the Bonanza deposit. Two narrow 
(l-2 m) dikes occur within IO metres of the sample location, 
and a larger dike (20-30 m thick) is projected to occur 
approximately 100 metres away. Argon, with a non- 
atmospheric ““ArPAr signature, may have affected the 
sericite during the thermal disturbance associated with dike 
emplacement, and be responsible for the difficulties in inter- 
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preting steps 3 and 4. It is not possible to resolve these steps 
without an additional heating experiment using a larger 
number of steps. A less likely problem, but one worth 
considering, is the possibility of recoil effects during irra- 
diation. For illite, Halliday (1978) has shown that J”Ar can 
be readily lost from fine-grained (<S +m) material during 
irradiation, which leads to anomalously high apparent ages. 
The illite in sample A%-33 is significantly coarser grained, 
averaging 20-200 micrometres, but some of the grains at the 
lowerend of this range could have been affected by recoil to 
some degree. However, the illite in sample AK-33 is domi- 
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nantly of the lm polytype, and may be less affected by 
recoil than more disordered illite. For example, Hunziker 
ef a/. (1986) found that 2m, illites were more resistant to 
recoil than IMd illite, even in similar size fractions. There- 
fore, recoil effects were probably not sufficient to control 
the distribution of argon in this sample. A final possible 
problem with sample AW33 is the purity of the mineral 
separate. Although every effort was made to attain a high 
degree of purity, the drop in calculated potassium/calcium 
ratios in the last few heating steps suggests dqassing of a 
small amount of a low-potassium mineral phase. The only 
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Figure 2-l-28. Age spectrum for hornhlrnde SH-I I. Figure 2-l-28. Age spectrum for hornhlrnde SH-I I. 
from the upper strata of the Toodoggone Stage I volranics, from the upper strata of the Toodoggone Stage I volranics, 
calculated assuminz an almosohcric comoosition calculated assuminz an almosohcric comoosition 
(“‘ArPAr=ZYS.S) forTrapped argon: T, is the lovai gas age, 
and 7, is the plateau age. 

Figure 2.7-2h. lsochron diagram for step-heating data 
from hornblende SH-II. The J”Arl~‘hAr,=3379. and the 
intercept age is lY3.8?1.3 Ma (MSWD=2.8). 

Figure 2-7-2~. Aye spectrum for hornblende SH-I I cal- 
culated using the trapped 4C)Ar13hAr ratio indicated hy the 
isotope corelalion data treatment. 

Figure 2.7-k Age spectrum for hornblende BKX7~03. 
from the lower slrala of the Toodoggone Stage II volcanics. 
calculatrd assuming an atmospheric argon compusilion. 

Figure 2-7-3 lsochron diagram for step-hcaring data 
from homhlende BK87-03. The “~Ar/i”Ar,=349k27. and 
the intercept age is lY2.9kl.7 Ma (MSWD=3.3). 
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Figure ?-7-4h. kochron diagram for sep-heating data 
from hornhlcnde GSC 76-77. The ‘“‘ArP”Ar,=278? I?. and 
the intercept age is 194.2kt3.6 Ma (MSWD=?.h). 

Figure 2-7-7h. kochron diagram for step-heating data 
from adularia SHX4-03. The ai’Ar/3GAr,=32hk49, and the 
intercept age is 1X6.722.0 Ma (MSWD=2.8). 



C”m”la,i”e % 3% Released 
Figure 2-7-7~. Age spectrum for adularia SH84-03 cal- 

culated using the trapped ~ArlxhAr ratio indicated by the 
isotope correlation data treatment. 
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Figure 2.7.Xa. Age spectrum for sericite A%-33, from 
the Bonanza deposit, calculated assuming an atmospheric 
composition for trapped argon. The total gas and plateau 
ages are too old to be geologically reasonable. 

Figure 2.7.8b. lsochron diagram for step-heating data 
from sericite A88-33. Two linear arrays are defined by the 
data which yield an age of 196 Ma, but appear to have 
different trapped 4”Ar/lhAr ratios of 5432 lY2 (MSWD=6) 
and 291 Z23 (MSWD=6). Steps 3 and 4 (circles) cannot be 
resolved without additional information. 
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possible contaminants are quartz and dickite. Both these 
minerals formed contemporaneously with the sericite: trace 
amounts of potassium from inclusions, and recoil-induced 
IsyAr may have been released from these minerals during the 
higher temperature heating steps. 

The concordance of isochrons using both low and high- 
temperature gas fractions (Figure 2.7.8b) suggests that, 
despite the complications discussed above, the 4”Ar/39Ar 
data provide a reasonable estimate of the age of alteration in 
the Bonanza deposit. 

DISCUSSION 
The results of this 4”Ar/‘gAr study have important 

implications for the age of both the Toodoggone volcanics 
and related epithermal gold-silver deposits. 

In general, the Toodoggone volcanics are older than was 
suggested by previous K-Ar data, and are much more 
restricted in their range of ages. The basal Toodoggone units 
have been fixed at - 197.6 Ma by the 40A1/~‘Ar analysis of 
Shepard (1986). and the youngest age determined in our 
study for rocks near the top of the volcanics (“grey dacire” 
unit) is -192.9 Ma. Although a small volume of younger 
volcanics overlying the “grey dacite” unit has been mapped 
by Marsden and Moore (1990), and erosion has not been 
taken into account, most of the Toodoggone volcanics 
appear to have formed during the earliest Pleinsbachian 
through the earliest Toarcian (i.e. entirely Early Jurassic; 
boundary estimates from Kent and Gradstein, 1985). Within 
this range it is possible to divide the volcanics into two 
stages on the basis of geological observations, but the stages 
cannot be distinguished from the geochronological data 
alone. Stage I rocks exhibit widespread, low-grade altera- 
tion, contain numerous gold-silver showings and range in 
age between 198 and 194 Ma. Stage II volcanics are less 
altered than Stage I, are not known to host significant 
mineralization, and have an age range in of 194 to 193 Ma. 
The 2n errors in the 4”Ar/79Ar ages are large enough to 
allow a hiatus of up to several million years between stages, 
but the stages are of essentially the same statistical age. For 
these reasons, we prefer to retain the division of the 
Toodoggone volcanics into two stages until such time as 
data clearly to the contrary become available. 

The timing of the gold-silver mineralizing event in the 
district is significantly older than was suggested by previous 
K-Ar data. Deposits related to adularia-sericite alteration 
(e.g. Lawyers AGB and Cliff Creek, Shasta) formed 
between 187 and 190 million years ago, that is up to several 
million years following cessation of the main part of 
Toodoggone volcanism. In contrast, deposits associated 
with acid-sulphate alteration may have formed earlier in the 
Toodoggone volcanic history. The Bonanza deposit has an 
age of -196 Ma and thus formed synchronously with 
Toodoggone Stage I volcanism. Although alunite 40Ar/3’Ar 
ages were not determined in this study, the previous K-AI 
ages for alunite of 19057 Ma (Alberts Hump; Schroeter, 
1982) and 19317 Ma (Jan; Clark and Williams-Jones, 
1989) are much older than K-Ar adularia and sericite dates. 
These alunitic alteration zones may also have formed during 
Stage I volcanism. A similar relationship, with adularia- 



sericite-related deposits forming up to several million years 
after the hostrocks, and acid-sulphate-type deposits forming 
almost contemporaneously with volcanism, has been docu- 
mented for a number of other epithermal districts (ct Neald 
Cf al., 1987). 

In spite of the paucity of alteration and mineralization in 
the Toodoggone Stage II volcanics, it appears that these 
rocks do constitute prospective units for exploration for 
Lawyers-type gold-silver deposits. Our revised metal- 
logenic model suggests that all Toodoggone volcanics, 
underlying units, and coeval intrusions could contain epi- 
thermal mineralization. Regional-scale, low-grade alteration 
and acid-sulphate style gold mineralization appear to be 
restricted to the older, Stage 1 volcanics and possibly under- 
lying units. However, all epithennal gold-silver mineraliza- 
tion in the district appears to have been related to 
Pleinsbachian to earliest Toarcian volcanic events, and mid- 
Pleinsbachian to mid-late To&an hydrothermal activity. 
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